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THE IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT OF INTERACTION
IN EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE

Pamela J. Zeller, Ed.D.
Western Michigan University, 1987

Many professionals involved with the educational use of micro
computers have indicated that criteria for evaluating software are
often based on speculation and intuition and that there is a need to
establish valid evaluative criteria.

Among the elements comprising

most evaluation schemes is interaction.

The literature suggests that

both an operational definition for the term interaction as applied to
educational microcomputer software and a means to validly assess such
interaction are necessary.

The purpose of the study was to system

atically develop such an operational definition and to develop and
validate an instrument and a procedure to assess this interaction.
Using a stimulus/response approach, a matrix; of computer elements and
user elements which comprise interaction was constructed and formed
the basis for the Microcomputer Interaction Matrix instrument.

High

interaction and low interaction educational microcomputer software
were identified by persons familiar with such software.

These pro

grams were analyzed using the Microcomputer Interaction Matrix to
assess whether the matrix could differentiate the interaction present
in the two types of programs.

The matrix was found to be a reliable

and valid instrument not only by which to assess interaction but also
upon which to base an operational definition.

Implications for
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educators and for producers/developers of educational microcomputer
software are presented along with specific recommendations for fur
ther research.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Computers today are found in virtually every aspect of our
lives*

They are used in business, cultural, social, educational, and

religious organizations as a means to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of operations.

Computers are so pervasive in every walk

of life that an understanding of the technology, if not the actual
skill associated with their use, will soon be a necessity for all
individuals if they are to keep pace within the society in which they
live (Luehrmann, 1984).

The increasing use of computers in all areas

of life means that students need to know what to expect from these
machines and how they can be used intelligently, productively, and
humanely.

It follows that schools must not only educate young

people to understand the computer technology, but also to search for
the most appropriate ways to become skilled in its use (Hofmeister,
1984).
The fifth report to Congress on the implementation of the Educa
tion for All Handicapped Children Act, PL94-142 (cited in U.S. De
partment of Education, 1983), called for special educators to focus
their attention on the quality and comprehensiveness of the education
provided handicapped children.

In this report the education depart

ment listed several areas in which states will need help in order to
meet this request.

One area that is of particular relevance to the

1
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1980s and beyond Is the application of technology to special educa
tion.

Computer technology has become one of the most important

additions to education, particularly to special education.

Micro

computers are small, compact computers whose central processing unit
is a microprocessor.

These computers are found in the classroom and

provide both student and teacher with a variety of applications.
Several writers (Bennett, 1982; Brlnker & Lewis, 1982; Joiner,
Sedlak, Silverstein, & Vensel; 1980; Taber, 1981a) have described the
many special education applications of microcomputer systems.

The

microcomputer may be used by handicapped individuals for computerassisted instruction (CAT), prosthesis (i.e., speech for a nonvocal
Individual), testing, communication, and enhancing personal rela
tions.

These authors further suggested that given the history on the

use of technology in special education classrooms, microcomputers
will become important tools for teachers in that field.

Browning and

Nave (1983) reinforced this point of view and provided a generic
model of computer applications for the handicapped.

The model pro

jected the use of computers in both education and rehabilitation for
individuals with both physical and developmental handicaps.
One anticipated benefit of computer technology for both regular
and special education teachers is time allocation.

Special educators

frequently deal with the issue of time allocation in order to meet
the demands levied by the government, parents, administrators, and
students.

This supply-demand factor in classroom teaching is forcing

teachers to seek more and better ways to manage their growing respon
sibilities.

The microcomputer can be an efficient and cost effective
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way to meet student demands in the areas of diagnosis and remediation
of skill deficiencies.

At the same time, it frees educational per

sonnel to appropriately render more services to greater numbers of
students (Hasselbring & Crossland, 1981).
The microcomputer alone, however, cannot provide the necessary
assistance.

The extent to which the potential of the microcomputer

can be realized is largely dependent on the availability of appro
priate programs or software.

Hannaford and Sloane (1981), for in

stance, explained that with appropriate software the microcomputer
can function in a variety of ways and can provide continuous encour
agement to handicapped students and actively involve them in the
learning process.

Lathrop and Goodson (1983) addressed the issue

regarding quality software for all users.

The authors explained that

instructional programming has advanced dramatically over the past few
years.

The creative possibilities of the computer are being seri

ously explored by the best instructional designers and programmers.
It is the consumers' responsibility to demand excellence in the
courseware selected and, more importantly, to convince publishers
that programs which are only "adequate" are no longer good enough.
Although the appearance of microcomputers in education is a
relatively recent phenomenon, educators are already faced with the
need to choose from vast numbers of educational programs.

Sorting

through the array of software that is available for purchase is not
an easy task.

The catalog of one large distributer, for example,

provides descriptions of over 1,000 programs by 48 publishers
(Patterson & Patterson, 1983).

Teachers, students, and other
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interested individuals add to this abundance of software with their
own creations.

The software which is being written is designed for a

wide array of users in many diverse areas.

This situation then

requires that much attention be given to the evaluation and selection
of software.
The literature relevant to educational software contains a large
variety of evaluative guidelines from which the educator can choose.
These guidelines are presented in myriad ways and contain numerous
criteria.

One evaluation criterion that has been included in many of

the evaluation guidelines is interaction. Hannaford and Sloane
(1981), for example, included meaningful interaction for handicapped
users as a part of their evaluation checklist.

Cohen (1983), Lathrop

and Goodson (1983), Steinberg (1983), and Truett and Gillespie (1984)
have all indicated that interaction is a necessary component of
evaluation guidelines for microcomputer software.
Since microcomputer software publishing is a relatively new
business, many of those engaged in the authoring of instructional
software often lack requisite skills either in instruction and/or in
the management of appropriate evaluation activities.

Evaluation

activities are essential in that they provide a basis for the revi
sion and modification of the software (Cohen, 1983; Steffin, 1983).
This would seem to be especially true for the term interaction.
There are few educators who would contend that interaction is not an
important part of instruction.

However, its significance has not yet

been validated by research in conjunction with microcomputer soft
ware.

Interaction is but one criterion which lacks validation.
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Researchers and those who are authoring computer-assisted instruc
tional materials, face a formidable task in establishing valid crite
ria for software development and its evaluation.
Caldwell (1983) explained that evaluation criteria for micro
computer software are often based on speculation and intuition and he
reinforced the fact that the establishment of valid criteria must be
accomplished.

Caldwell also expressed a need for defining the term

interaction due to the wide variability found in its definition in
association with software.
Since the term interaction does not have a specific definition
when applied to the microcomputer, those individuals involved in
authoring and publishing microcomputer software must form their own
conceptualization of the term (England, 1985; Gaylord & Franklin,
1985, Hazen, 1985; Jonassen, 1985; McMeen & Templeton, 1985; Stickgold, 1985).

The general state of confusion that exists in regard to

this term has led experts in the field of microcomputers to question
its validity as an evaluative criterion (Cohen, 1983; Golas, 1983;
Steffin, 1983).
The importance of an operational definition for terminology used
in the field of educational software production and evaluation cannot
be denied.

Kerlinger (1973) stated that an operational definition

assigns meaning to a construct or a variable by specifying the ac
tivities or operations necessary to measure it.

Tuckman (1978)

identified an operational definition as one based on the observable
characteristics of that which is being defined.

He further explained

that situations exist in which the terminology used requires an
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operational definition; this is true of the term interaction.

It is

difficult to validate the significance of a phenomenon in scientific
behavioral research if an operational definition of the phenomenon
does not exist.
Interaction is a concept widely used in special education and is
found, in one form or another, in many models of learning and of
education, such as those by Gagne (1965), Piaget (1950), and Skinner
(1957).

Although these theorists offer background in the development

of the concept of interaction, their work is inadequate as one at
tempts to isolate the particular factors or elements that contribute
to an operational definition of the concept as related to computer
software.
The literature related to programmed instruction (Grazia & Sohn,
1964; Jacobs, Maier, & Stoulurow, 1966; Roucek, 1965; Skinner, 1957)
addresses the interaction that exists between the user and the teach
ing machine.

The concepts used in regard to this interaction are

behaviorally based and are associated with terms such as learner
response, feedback, and reinforcement.

Studies conducted in the area

of instructional television (National Education Association [NEA],
1959; Roucek, 1965) also identify interaction through a behavioral
pattern known as stimulus/response (S/R).

As with learning theories,

these studies and investigations allow one to gain background into
the analysis of interaction, but are inadequate as one attempts to
operationalize the term interaction as related to computer programs.
The need for an operational definition of interaction as applied
to the microcomputer and the user is but the first step in the
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sequential process o£ the proposed investigation.

There also exists

a need for the development of an assessment procedure and instrument
to measure interaction once defined.

Such an instrument and proce

dure would enable the degree of interaction between the microcomputer
and the user to be measured.

Jones (1976) referred to the important

relationship between the operational definition and measurement by
stating that an observed property is both dependent upon the human
ability to conceive of it as well as the ability to observe it.

The

primary antecedent to adequate measurement is, therefore, adequate
observation.
The purpose of measurement is to acquire information about
attributes of objects, organisms, or events.

This information is

relevant to the description of the phenomenon measured (Jones, 1976).
Measurement does, however, ultimately depend on the presence of a
suitable instrument.

Instrumentation allows for the recording of

more precise estimates than those of human observations, since the
latter are liable to have greater variability.

Through the use of an

instrument, measurement error is reduced and agreement among several
different observers thus promoted.

Once developed, an instrument

must be validated and its reliability determined.

Test validity

answers the question "Does the test measure what it purports to
measure?"

The reliability of an instrument is its degree of consist

ency of measurement.
If interaction is indeed an essential component of quality
software, it is necessary to identify those elements that comprise an
interactive program and to define interaction as it applies to the
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computer and the user.

The need for such a study has been indicated

by experts in the field of microcomputers and would benefit educators
involved with both special and regular education.

Such a study would

also help special educators address the congressional mandate to
update the use of technology (U.S. Department of Education,

1983).

Producers are spending much time and money in the development of
software, while school systems and other educational facilities are
spending millions of dollars to purchase software.

With the increas

ing use of microcomputers in special and regular education it is
necessary to begin to systematically investigate factors which have
the most impact on learning.

Interaction is one such factor and this

study will provide impetus for its systematic investigation.

This

study includes critical first steps to the process of establishing
valid criteria for evaluating educational software.

Problem

There is sufficient evidence available which suggests that an
operational definition for the term interaction as applied to micro
computer software is needed as well as a valid means to assess such
interaction.

Thus, the purpose of the study was to systematically

develop an operational definition of interaction as it applies to
microcomputer software.

This study developed and attempted to vali

date an instrument and a procedure to assess the degree of inter
action found in educationally based microcomputer software.
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Research Objectives

In light of the above need, the following were objectives for
the study:
1.

To develop an instrument to assess the interaction of micro

computer educational software.
2.

To develop a procedure to assess the interaction of micro

computer educational software.
3.

To determine the reliability of the interaction instrument

and procedure.
4.

To validate the interaction instrument and the procedure.

5.

To operationally define interaction as it applies to micro

computer educational software.

Definitions

The following terms were defined because they are relevant for
the purpose of the study.
Computer-assisted instruction:

a method of using a computer

system as a means of presenting instructional material.
Computer literacy:

the general range of skills and understand

ing needed to function effectively in a society increasingly depen
dent on computer and information technology.
Evaluation:

to examine and/or to judge the worth of something

(in this case, microcomputer software).
Hardware:

the collection of physical devices which make up a

computer system.
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Microcomputer:

a computer whose central processing unit is a

microprocessor.
Program:

the list of instructions that tells a computer to

perform a given task or tasks; also known as software.

Programs are

written by programmers, and when a program is loaded into a computer,
the computer is programmed.
Software:

the set of instructions (program) that cause the

computer to perform specific functions.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter presents information provided through a review of
the related literature addressing microcomputers and educational
software.

The organization and presentation of the information of

the chapter is as follows:

(a) status of microcomputer technology in

the schools, (b) status of educational software, (c) the theoretical
basis of interaction, and (d) related research on interaction.

Status of Microcomputer Technology in the Schools

In April of 1983, the report, A Nation at Risk:

The Imperative

for Educational Reform was submitted by the National Commission on
Excellence in Education (NCEE) to the nation and to the Secretary of
Education.

This report has generated great concern regarding our

nation's educational system.

In this report the Commission cited

some extremely alarming statistics:
1.

Comparisons on 19 academic tests revealed that American

students were far behind students of other industrial nations.
2.

There were approximately 23 million American adults who were

functionally illiterate.
3.

Approximately 13% of all 17-year-olds in the nation were

functionally illiterate.

11
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4.

Achievement of high school students on standardized tests

was lower than when Sputnik was launched in 1957.
5.

Many 17-year-olds do not possess the higher order Intellec

tual skills that should be expected of them.
6.

There was a steady decline in science achievement scores of

United States 17-year-olds in 1969, 1973, and 1977.
The Commission (NCEE, 1983) reported that these deficiencies
present themselves at a time when this nation has a great demand for
highly skilled workers in new fields which use technology.
nology has transformed and is transforming many occupations.

Tech
Com

puters, computer controlled equipment, and laser technology were
cited by the Commission as a few of these new fields.

Occupations

greatly affected by new technology include healthcare, medical sci
ence, energy production, food processing, construction, and the
building, repair, and maintenance of sophisticated scientific, educa
tional, military, and industrial equipment.
In light of its findings, the Commission (NCEE, 1983) presented
a set of recommendations for school systems across the nation.

Among

the several recommendations calling for change in the nation's school
was Recommendation A which has particular relevance to the area of
microcomputer technology.

This recommendation suggests that high

school graduation requirements be strengthened and that at a minimum,
those seeking a diploma be required to complete work in five basic
areas:

4 years of English, 3 years of mathematics, 3 years of sci

ence, 3 years of social studies, and 1/2 year of computer science.
The Commission thus identified computer science as one of the five
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basic areas for instruction and recommends 1/2 year of computer
science as essential for all high school graduates.

Luehrmann (1983)

explained that if schools are to adopt these recommendations, there
is much work to do to assure successful, long term implementations.
Individuals responsible for organizing and implementing the
newly recommended computer science curriculum requirement must be
guided by in-depth information regarding the status of microcomputer
use in the nation's schools.

Several questions arise, such as, who

are the users of microcomputers, how are they being used, and what
are the results?

Several reports have helped provide such informa

tion.
Becker (1982) prepared a report for The Center for Social Orga
nization of Schools at The Johns Hopkins University which examined
the state of microcomputer use in schools and classrooms, the poten
tial for further use, and the problems involved in achieving that
potential.

Through a review of the related literature, Becker found

that while the possibility of microcomputers in school systems has
caused much excitement, there are important organizational and cur
ricular problems to solve before the technology may be effectively
used to increase learning efficiency in mathematics and other sub
jects.

Becker (1982) stated:

Widespread excitement about using relative [sic] in
expensive desktop microcomputers for student instruction
needs to be restrained both by considerating [sic] how
computers might ideally help young minds develop and by
considering how actual implementations of microcomputer
equipment in classrooms are likely to be made in the
future, (p. iii)
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In the report, Becker (1982) discussed computer-based drill-andpractice, simulations and model-building, and tutorials as variants
of a general category of computer use referred to as computerassisted instruction, or CAI.

It was explained that these CAI pro

grams hold several advantages over less automated forms.

They are

visually appealing, and student feedback is direct and immediate.
Research on the effectiveness of CAI is also included in the report.
While educational systems are very much concerned about the
purchase of hardware and its distribution, perhaps one of the most
relevant areas of consideration is that of software.

Becker (1982)

explained that there are two areas of defect which are predominant in
current microcomputer software.

First, most educational software is

written in short unconnected modules.

These modules are not related

to one another and not clearly tied to other instructional activi
ties.

Second, most programs are boring and repetitious.
After publishing this first report, Becker (1985) conducted an

extensive national survey to determine the extent of use of micro
computers in the schools.

The survey data were gathered during the

1982-1983 school year from computer-using teachers in public, pri
vate, and parochial elementary and secondary schools.

An 18-page

questionnaire was completed by teachers in 70% of the 1,580 schools
in

the sample.

Becker found the followingin regard to the number of

microcomputers in schools in 1983:
In 1983, high schools were twice as likely to own a micro
computer as elementary schools, they had nearly 4 times as
many of them (and even considering their larger student
bodies, twice as many per student), and they used them for
more hours of the week. As a result, out of the total time
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that microcomputers were used by students In school, about
three-quarters was in secondary and middle schools— only
one-fourth was in elementary schools (p. 6).
Becker (1985) cited three major uses of the microcomputers in
the schools:

(a) as a general introduction to what computers are and

how they can be used, (b) to teach rudimentary computer programming
skills by using the BASIC programming language, and (c) for drilland-practice computer programs.
In the elementary schools Becker (1985) found that the computers
were used first for introduction to computers, second for drill-andpractice, and third for programming instruction.

A fourth item in

the list of elementary uses for computers was tutoring for special
students.

In secondary schools, computers were used first for intro

duction to computers, second for programming instruction, and third
for drill-and-practice.

Becker also stated that "the longer a school

had had a microcomputer, the more it was using computers for teaching
programming and the less it was using computers for drill-andpractice.

This is true for both elementary schools and secondary

schools" (p. 9).

In regard to where microcomputers seem to be having

their greatest impact, Becker stated:
For the most part, microcomputer-using teachers in 1983
felt that the effects of microcomputers were more on the
social organization of learning than on Increased student
achievement per se. Substantial numbers of microcomputerusing teachers believe that micros have led to increased
student enthusiasm for schooling; to students working more
independently, without assistance from teachers; to stu
dents helping one another and answering each other's
questions; and to students being assigned to do work more
appropriate to their achievement level (p. 18).
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While Becker's (1985) report focused on the general use of
microcomputers In the nation's schools, Information specific to spe
cial education Is also available In a report by Hanley (1983a)
sponsored by Special Education Programs (SEP), U.S. Department of
Education.

This study investigated the implementation of micro

computers in 12 school districts which were found to use micro
computers to support services in their special education programs.
Hanley found that microcomputers serve a variety of functions in
special education in both administrative and instructional areas.
The most common instructional uses were drill-and-practice and educa
tional games.

Hanley stated that in many cases, the CAI uses were

not integrated with instructional management systems and their rela
tionship with Individualized Educational Plans (IEPs) was not clear.
Hanley also reported that there were four groups of handicapped
students most frequently targeted for instructional assistance with
microcomputers.

These groups include learning disabled, educable

mentally retarded (and other mild/moderate classifications), emotion
ally impaired, and students with communication impairments.

All

districts with instructional microcomputer systems had groups of
educators who were involved in planning and managing microcomputer
applications and most districts established formal coordinator posi
tions.

As a result of his findings, Hanley recommended that greater

attention needed to be given to planning, monitoring, and evaluating
the use of microcomputers in special education.
The results of the above surveys/ reports allow one to answer the
questions previously posed in regard to the use of microcomputers in
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the nation's school systems:
Question:
Answer:

Who are the users of microcomputers?
Microcomputers are used in classrooms throughout the

nation; however, they are used primarily in the secondary schools.
In special education, microcomputers were also found to be used
extensively and with a variety of handicapped students.
Question:
Answer:

How are microcomputers being used?
The majority of educators were found to use the com

puters for a general introduction to what computers are and how they
can be used, to teach rudimentary computer programming skills, and
for drill-and-practice programs.

In special education, computers

were also used for educational gaming and for administrative uses.
Question:
Answer:

What are the results?
The results of the surveys indicated that educational

benefits for both regular and special students using the computers
were unlimited.

There were, however, specific areas that need to be

addressed by school systems and researchers.

These were the develop

ment of effective and appropriate educational software and, in spe
cial education particularly, planning, monitoring, and evaluating the
use of microcomputers.
Perhaps the most prominent complaint in the above surveys was
directed at educational software.

Other researchers (Baker, 1985;

Futrell & Geisert, 1985; Hassett, 1984; Simpson, 1983) have also
discussed the problems with educational software.

While software is

expensive to purchase, its quality is often reported as mediocre.
Along with the concern for lack of quality software there is equal
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concern for the lack of quality evaluation procedures or Instruments
to assess software (Clpanl & Kearly, 1986; Dick & Carey, 1978; King
man, 1981).

Status of Educational Software

Microcomputer hardware Is the collection of physical devices
which make up a computer system, while the software is the computer
program.

Software is a sequence of written instructions (a program)

stored in a form that can be understood and acted upon by a particu
lar computer.

Software is perhaps the most important aspect of

computer-assisted instruction (CAI) in that it provides the actual
instruction.

Much of the educational software produced has been

provided by a cottage industry of small companies employing individ
uals who are usually not experts in the field of software development
and are frequently not educators (Baker, 1985).

Because the individ

uals designing these programs lack thorough understanding of how to
teach children, these programs are often inadequate.

On the other

hand, the majority of teachers using computers lack sophistication in
high level programming and are therefore unable to author their own
programs (Tashner, 1984).

Tashner argued that the small software

developers will disappear and will be replaced by large firms employ
ing teams of professionals equipped to produce quality software.
This is now occurring.
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Methods of Instruction in CAI

There are different types of programs or modes of delivery in
CAI, each of which has different characteristics.

Coburn et al.

(1982) referred to five modes of delivery of CAI.

These are drill-

and-practice, tutorial, instructional games, simulation, and demon
stration.

These program types differ in regard to the ways in which

students will obtain, review, apply, and create knowledge by communi
cating actively with the computer in the CAI teaching-learning pro
cess.

Software is generally classified according to these modes.

A

discussion of each of these modes follows.

Drill-and-Practice

Drill-and-practice programs are perhaps the most common and best
known educational application of computers.

These programs are used

by students to perform particular sets of discrete skills in mathe
matics, reading, spelling, or other basic skills areas.

Coburn et

al. (1982) described how a drill-and-practice program might work.
They explained that a student starts the program and is asked where
he or she would like to begin in the skill sequence.

The student

answers the request and is presented with problem sets.

The student

responds; the computer checks the response and immediately informs
the student if he or she has the correct answer.

If the answer is

correct, the program moves on to the next problem.

If the student

responds with an incorrect answer, he or she is asked to try again.
A student who repeatedly makes incorrect responses may be asked to
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seek help before going on, or the computer may provide ,a brief expla
nation of how to do problems of that type.
Cohen (1983) explained that drill-and-practice programs are
intended to supplement classroom instruction already received.
According to Cohen, drill-and-practice is the most widely researched,
most frequently used, and least sophisticated CAI mode.

Coburn et

al. (1982) explained that drill-and-practice programs have been
criticized by many educators for their narrow pedagogy and boring
presentation.

The authors also indicated that these programs fre

quently reinforce incorrect responses.

In other words, the program

will indicate that a student has done a good job by answering a
question correctly, when indeed the student gave an incorrect answer.
These authors have, however, indicated that well-designed drill-andpractice programs can provide useful educational experiences for
students.

The drill-and-practice mode has a specific purpose; and if

used for that particular purpose, it can be of great benefit to
students.

Tutorial

In a tutorial program the computer instructs the student in an
area of knowledge in much the same way that a teacher instructs in a
one-on-one situation (Coburn et al., 1982; Cohen, 1983).

Tutorial

programs present information and then proceed by asking a series of
questions.
sponses.

These questions have a limited range of possible re
The student responds and the computer provides more infor

mation and asks further questions.

In order to create a meaningful
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dialogue in a tutorial, the programmer must anticipate most of the
potential responses that the student might make.

Cohen (1983) ex

plained that a tutorial provides practice through branching in the
specific skills and concepts taught.

Manion (1985) indicated that

the cognitive objectives of the tutorial mode are knowledge acquisi
tion and comprehension.
Critics of drill-and-practice are also often critics of tuto
rials.

These critics refer to limited pedagogy and trivializing of

important concepts.

Enthusiasts defend this mode of presentation

emphasizing that it offers a one-to-one student-teacher ratio, that
students may proceed at their own rate, and that they have the oppor
tunity to respond to many more questions than in a regular classroom
situation (Coburn et al., 1982).

They also indicate that it should

not be the only mode of presentation.

Simulation

A simulation replicates reality; therefore, a simulation program
enables students to experience elements of the real world from inside
the classroom (Fairweather, 1976).

Behavioral scientists suggest a

simulation is distinguishable because it is capable of being manipu
lated or operated.

Behaviorally, to simulate is to create a dynamic

operable model used to express a theory (Cruickshank, 1972).
puter simulations promote a range of educational goals.

Com

Students are

presented with real-life situations which may be too expensive, too
dangerous, or too impractical to experience in life.

The student

then makes choices that would be required in the real situations and
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the consequences of the choices create new decisions to make*

Stu

dents are thus able to master skills, to learn content, and to de
velop concepts*

Most importantly, simulations are purported to pro

mote inquiry and to motivate student interest (Coburn et al., 1982).
Although simulations contain many of the same features found in
games, Harrod and Ruggles (1983) explained that their greatest sig
nificance is their capacity to teach about problem solving.

It has

also been suggested by Cohen (1983) that simulations be used after
basic principles and concepts are learned.

This promotes the inte

gration of these concepts into the context of a meaningful problem.
Manion (1985) stated that cognitively, simulations involve both the
application and analysis levels of Bloom's (1956) Taxonomy, thus
promoting the acquisition of higher order learning skills.

Educational Gaming

In gaming, as in simulation, the student is given options to use
in deciding what the input will be and how to vary it.

The program

receives the student's input and rapidly reports the consequences of
the decision made (Stoulurow, 1969).

While computerized instruc

tional games are run by a clear set of rules and most often have a
winner at the end, they are otherwise quite unlike games developed
for fantasy or fictional purposes.

Instructional games are explic

itly designed to promote learning through the challenge of the game
(Chambers & Sprecher, 1983).
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Demonstration

Computer demonstrations have become a popular mode of CAI.
Coburn et al. (1982) have given an example of a computer program that
demonstrates the relationship between the variables associated with a
sine curve.

In this program the teacher or student would manipulate

any one variable, perhaps amplitude, and watch the effect on the
other variables in a visual representation of the curve.

The teacher

would not have the complicated task of demonstrating these curves on
the chalk board, thus, the elimination of constant erasing of old
curves and redrawing of new ones.

In addition, there would no longer

be a need for transparency overlays.
The quality of graphics, ease of access, and the extensive
degree of control available to student and teacher have made computer
demonstrations a practical application in the classroom (Fisher &
Lipson, 1984).

Evaluation of Software

The evaluation of microcomputer software is an essential compo
nent of CAI.

This is particularly true since some of the educational

software represents quality work while most programs leave much to be
desired (Patterson & Patterson, 1983).

Evaluation of software allows

one to sort through the large volume of available programs and apply
appropriate criteria in considering them for educational use.

The

evaluation of software has become a key element in the successful use
of CAI with both handicapped and nonhandicapped learners.
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Microcomputers can assist the instructional process effectively only
to the extent that quality software is available. .
The majority of software evaluations are conducted through the
use of rating scales or checklists.
into the following broad areas:

Such forms are usually divided

content issues, administrative

issues, technical issues, and instructional issues (Budoff, Thormann,
& Gras, 1984; Chambers & Sprecher, 1983).

An explanation of each of

these areas follows.

Evaluation Criteria

Content Criteria

Content criteria generally focus on (a) validity of the facts,
models, rules, and concepts being taught; (b) appropriateness of the
difficulty level of the intended audience; (c) the relevance of the
program on the subject matter; and (d) and the correct use of punc
tuation, spelling, and grammar.

Chamber and Sprecher (1983) ex

plained that a program's content must be evaluated closely to deter
mine both the accuracy of information and the appropriateness of
structure.

Administrative Criteria

Administrative criteria focus not on the program but on what
accompanies the program, i.e., backup copy, directions, and documen
tation, or a manual.

A second copy of the program is an important

factor, since multiple microcomputer laboratories and resource
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centers require more than one copy of a program.

Directions for use

are important because software may be specifically designed for a
particular setting such as a classroom, a laboratory setting, or for
individual use.

Last, documentation is an administrative concern.

Chambers and Sprecher (1983) offered the following subject areas that
should be addressed in such documentation:

courseware narrative

description, detailed description of program parameters and options,
simplified student instructions, information about the courseware
developer, data regarding field tests of the courseware, entry level
skills and prerequisites, identification of any materials not sup
plied, intended educational levels, and ordering or replacement in
formation.

Technical Criteria

Technical criteria relate to the adequacy of the program (Does
it run?), the efficiency of the program (How is it organized?), and
the demands of the program (What skills, facts, etc. does it focus
on?).

Criteria listed under technical issues are as follows:

user

friendliness, error trapping, color dependency, speed execution, and
appearance.

Instructional Issues

Instructional criteria refer to the process concerns of the
program.

Budoff et al. (1984) listed the following criteria under

this heading:

the inclusion of instructional objectives; the appro

priate use of computer graphics; the degree of control given to the
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learner; the appropriate use of computer capabilities; and most
importantly, the degree to which a program is interactive.
While there are a number of evaluation forms and checklists
which use a variety of criteria, there are also a number of problems
with these criteria.

Caldwell (1983) indicated that a major problem

relates to the validity of the criteria used to evaluate software.
He stated:

"Few of the criteria used to evaluate software have been

validated through research and experimentation; instead, they often
have their basis in speculation and intuition only” (p. 5).

Caldwell

further explained that criteria for evaluation of software are highly
inferential in nature, and that this makes them highly subjective.
This subjectivity leads to a lower reliability among separate rat
ings.
In addressing the lack of research documented criteria for
educational software, Caldwell (1983) indicated that teacher educa
tion research had many of the same problems until recently.

Correla

tional studies have, however, established clear relationships between
specific teaching behaviors and student achievement.

Studies such as

these can only be conducted in the area of computer instruction after
valid criteria have been established.
examples to illustrate this point.

"One need not look far to find

One criterion which invariably

appears on evaluation guidelines is, 'Is the program interactive,' or
'Does the program provide interactions'" (Caldwell, 1983, p. 8).
While educators have realized that interaction is an important part
of any educational setting, there is great variability among profes
sionals regarding the meaning of the term.
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Many experts in the fields of both microcomputers and education
have addressed the need for research based criteria for the evalua
tion of software.

Steffin (1983) regarded assessment tools for

evaluation of software as poorly defined.

According to Steffin, the

lack of substantive criteria for the evaluation of software, in
general, results in a lack of professional literature addressing
assessment questions directed at software.

Recognizing these same

problems, Roblyer (1981) explained that a priority in the development
of courseware should be that of determining standards and criteria
for specific software characteristics.

These characteristics would

then be the building blocks for working toward ideal courseware.
Roblyer cited interaction as one of the characteristics that, theo
retically, should be included in the criteria for software.
Cohen (1983) also addressed the lack of established criteria for
evaluating educational software.

This author has proposed several

attributes that are necessary to consider in the design and evalua
tion of courseware for the microcomputer.

The mode of interaction

employed is one of the attributes listed.

"How a courseware program

for the microcomputer functions in the curriculum is dependent upon
how the student interacts with the subject-matter and computer"
(Cohen, 1983, p. 10).
In reviewing the literature, it becomes apparent that inter
action is a commonly used term in CAI and a commonly used criterion
for software evaluation.

It also becomes apparent that there exists

a need for this criterion to be research validated.

Before the term

interaction can be research validated, however, it must first be
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operationally defined.

As Caldwell (1983) pointed out, and as can be

seen through the lack of any operational definition in the litera
ture, there exists much confusion as to what interaction is.
The concept of interaction can be directly traced to various
models of learning.

It is necessary, therefore, to review the theo

retical models that most specifically deal with the term.

Theoretical Basis of Interaction

The Cognitive Theory

Over the past 15 years a number of concepts about interaction in
human learning have emerged from many different fields of inquiry
such as psychiatry, cybernetics, general systems theory, information
and human communications theory, psycholinguistics, decision making,
neurophysiology, eplstemology, artificial intelligence, and psychoand sociobiology, as well as psychology and sociology (Butler, 1985a,
1985b, 1985c).

The varying disciplines, with their specific theo

retical viewpoints, make it difficult to extract a coherent set of
principles from a rapidly growing body of research findings.

Butler

explained that even by limiting the field to psychology there are
apparent contradictions and disagreements that make it difficult to
find a frame of reference common to clinical, educational, behavior
al, cognitive, and social psychology.

While the concepts relevant to

interaction are indeed confusing and contradictory, their review is
necessary in order to define interaction, or to extrapolate a means
by which to identify it in microcomputer software.
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One position that attempts to explain interaction as it relates
to learning is the progressive-cognitive development conception— an
interactionist viewpoint (Wadsworth, 1978).

In this position, mental

development is seen as the product of the interaction of the organism
(the child) and the environment.

This position was first elaborated

by Plato (cited in Edman, 1956), was then expanded upon early in this
century by Dewey (1916), and most recently supported by Piaget
(1950).

In this conception the child is viewed neither as matura-

tionally determined nor as being completely controlled by external
agents.

The child is an explorer and an inquirer, critically instru

mental in constructing and organizing the world and his own develop
ment .
The work of Piaget (1950) is perhaps most useful to the under
standing of interaction in that it is concerned with all aspects of
development:

cognitive, emotional, and social.

While the focus of

Piaget's work is on cognitive development, it is the delicate balance
of all of these areas that contribute to the total process.

From the

beginning of his work, Piaget has conceived of mental development as
a form of adaptation to the environment.

That is, the development of

intelligence in the child is defined and conceptualized as resulting
in the child's progressively greater effectiveness in interacting
with his or her environment.
For Piaget (1950), the important thing is the interaction of
maturation, environmental experience, and social experience.

The key

to the child's development, as it relates to educational practice, is
activity— his or her action on objects, events, and other people.
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Piaget's theory provides professionals in the field of education a
useful description of how the minds of children develop; how knowl
edge develops during childhood through the environmental interactions
discussed above.

As can be seen, this theory offers an explanation

of interaction; it does not, however, supply an operational defini
tion of the term.
The recent literature regarding learning yields several articles
on the relationship between psychology and instructional design that
are useful in examining the concept of interaction.

Two theories

that emerge in this arena are those of the cognitive learning theo
rists and the stimulus/response (S/R) behaviorists.

Gagne (1965), a

cognitive learning theorist, postulated and examined what he termed
the conditions of learning.

Learning is explained as not simply an

event that happens naturally but an event that happens under certain
observable conditions.

Gagne explained that these conditions can be

altered and controlled and that this leads to the possibility of
examining learning through scientific methods.

The premise of this

cognitive learning theory is that a variety of learning styles exist
along with a variety of distinguishable conditions for learning.
Descriptions of the factors that comprise the learning conditions in
each case help to differentiate the learning that is taking place.
Capabilities internal to the learner and stimulus situations outside
the learner are also factors which explain and identify a learning
situation.

Since there are different types of learning, each type

starts from a different point of internal capability and demands a
different external situation in order to take place effectively
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(Gagne, 1965).

Gagne addressed the need for a theoretical framework

for all instructional design; and more specifically, he explained
that the cognitive learning theory should affect this design.
An illustration of this approach was presented by Gagne, Wager,
and Rojas (1981) in a system for planning authoring lessons in
computer-assisted instruction.

The authors explained that this sys

tem would help to create a more thoroughly planned text which would
be designed differentially and in accordance with the type of learn
ing outcome expected.

In this system the earlier principles of

learning, i.e., the conditions of learning, were implemented.

The

internal processes of learning and the external instructional events
used to support them were listed, defined, and charted.

It is most

apparent that the cognitive basis for authoring computer programs
offers much guidance in preparing educationally sound designs.

The

information processing view of learning is held in high regard by
many educators in both regular and special education.

The system

developed by Gagne et al. (1981) does indeed give insight into the
interaction that exists between the internal processes of a user and
the events of instruction which take place.

In general, as can be

seen through the work of Gagne (1965), learning takes place between
the internal processes of an individual and the external events
relative to instruction.
The theory-based assertions regarding learning offer some very
useful ideas for proposing conditions under which interaction might
exist or be used to enhance cognitive skills.

While this is both

helpful and relevant to the area of instructional program design, the
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theories do not offer the operational definition needed for this
particular study, nor do they offer a means by which to identify
interaction as it might exist in educational computer software.

Behavioral Theory

A theory that provides a framework by which to operationalize
the term interaction is behavioral theory.

In this theory, human

behavior must be defined and described through physical terms
(Skinner, 1957).

Basic to the behavioral point of view is the idea

of stimulus/response (S/R).
organism as a response.
event, a stimulus.

Skinner referred to any movement of an

A response is an act which answers a prior

Thus, interaction could be observed through a S/R

pattern between an individual and his or her environment.
Bigge (1964) reviewed the history of S/R or behavioral psy
chology.

In this review Bigge discussed the work of Pavlov, a psy

chologist whose work gave much impetus to the field of behavioral
psychology.

In Pavlovian, or classical conditioning, psychologists

believed that a response would not occur without a stimulus.

Indi

viduals espousing this theory maintained that this was true even when
no single stimulus was identified as preceding a response.

This form

of behavior is respondent behavior.
Later, Skinner (1957) disagreed with this belief and introduced
what is known as operant conditioning.

Unlike respondent condition

ing, operant conditioning includes those responses that do not appear
to be elicited by a single known stimulus.

In operant conditioning,

the important stimulus is the one immediately following the response,
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not the one preceding it.

Any emitted response which leads to re

inforcement is thereby strengthened.
In both respondent and operant conditioning, the strengthening
of behavior which results from reinforcement is termed conditioning.
Skinner (1957) differentiated operant conditioning and respondent
conditioning.

He explained that operant conditioning strengthens an

operant in that it makes a response more probable or more frequent.
Pavlovian, or respondent conditioning, on the other hand, increases
the magnitude of the response elicited by the conditioned stimulus
and shortens the time which elapses between the stimulus and the
response.

While the two distinct types of behavior, operant and

respondent exist, they are both S/R based.
The S/R pattern allows one to observe the interaction that
exists between an individual and his or her environment.

This pat

tern, therefore, would appear to be a viable means by which to ex
tract the needed information in regard to the interaction which
exists between the microcomputer and its user.

Related Research on Interaction

Programmed Instruction

Behavioral theory and its S/R based pattern of learning are
not new to instructional media.

Programmed instruction, a forerunner

to microcomputer technology, was developed based on this theoretical
premise.

Bell (1985) stated that from this early technology, a

knowledge base now exists from which to develop sound evaluative
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criteria for microcomputer software.

The literature addressing pro

grammed instruction contains many of the salient features necessary
in the study of microcomputer and user interaction.

Information

regarding the use of the behavioral theory for programmed instruction
provides impetus for operationalizing the term interaction.
Programming is the process of arranging materials to be learned
in a series of small steps.

These steps are designed to lead a

student from what he or she knows to new and more complex knowledge
and principles through the use of self-instructional processes.
each step in the program, the student is required to respond.

At
When

the response is correct, the learner may proceed to the next step.
When the response is incorrect, the student is able to try again and
respond to another question.

The learned program is the completed

route to mastery of the subject for which it has been prepared.
Lysaught and Williams (1963) explained that there was an inseparable
linking of programmed material with the teaching machine.

The teach

ing machine, however, is simply any device that puts a learning
program before a student.

It includes any of several forms of text

known as a programmed book; and only in a narrower sense does it
refer to a mechanical, electrical, or electronic instrument specifi
cally built to present programmed matter to students*
At the heart of any learning program lies the practice of what
Skinner (1957) referred to as reinforcement.

Programmed instruction

is based on the principle that when behavior occurs and is followed
by a reinforcing event, that behavior is learned (Holland & Skinner,
1964).

Programmed instruction consists of the arrangement of
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conditions of differential reinforcement.

At each step, a correct

answer will be obtained only if the precursory behavior intended by
the programmer has occurred (Lysaught & Williams, 1963).
As can be seen, the behavioral theory and the S/R pattern of
learning are prominent features of programmed instruction.

The iden

tification of observable behaviors through the S/R pattern appears to
be a viable model to employ in the study of microcomputer and user
interaction.

Instructional Television

The literature relative to instructional television offers a
model of interaction which would seem to have a parallel to inter
action with microcomputers (National Education Association, [NEA],
1959).

The model is presented in Figure 1.

INTERACTION ------------ S --------------- > R

A
V

R < --------------- S
S = Stimulus
R = Reaction

Figure 1.

Interaction, as Defined Through Stimulus/Response.

According to the National Education Association (1959), the
model presents interaction as a pattern of reciprocal effects of
ideas, things, or people on each other— the reciprocal effects of
stimuli.

Interaction is further identified as the two-way flow of

stimulus and response.

This definition contains elements which can
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be applied to the development of a concept of computer/user inter
action.

Adjustive responses between the learner and the computer in

the learning situation for instance, according to the NEA conception,
would characterize full interaction.
Although a stimulus and response definition may be used as a
first step in the process of defining computer/user interaction, it
lacks the essential elements necessary to permit reliable identifica
tion of an interactive microcomputer program.

If interaction is

indeed an essential component of quality software, it is necessary to
identify those elements that comprise an interactive program and to
define interaction as it applies to the computer and the user.

Summary

The topic of interaction as it relates to microcomputer software
and the evaluation of educational software has been presented in the
review of the literature.

Interaction, an integral component to the

development and evaluation of educational software, has not yet been
operationally defined, nor has it been research validated.

The need

for such a study is apparent from a review of the literature relevant
to microcomputer technology, learning theories, and other avenues of
instruction for which interaction has its base.
The impact of microcomputer technology upon the nation and
society in general cannot be denied.

Many professionals in both

regular and special education have been involved in the implementa
tion of computers in schools for a variety of instructional and
administrative reasons.

Microcomputers and educational software have
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been purchased by many school systems, thus thousands of the nation's
students have access to these devices.

Along with enthusiasm, inter

est, and excitement, this new technology brings with it some legiti
mate questions and concerns.

A means by which these concerns may be

addressed is through the use of surveys in both regular and special
education.
The status of microcomputers in the nation's public school
systems has been examined by several individuals (Becker, 1982, 1985;
Hanley, 1983a).

Microcomputer use in classrooms, the future of this

technology, and the problems which exist with its use were reported
by Becker (1982).

He found that microcomputers have caused wide

spread excitement due to their low cost and instructional effec
tiveness.

CAI programs were praised as having advantage over less

automated forms of instruction.

Becker cautioned, however, that

while these programs are usually appealing and provide immediate and
direct feedback, there are two predominant areas of defect.

First,

educational software is poorly written and not clearly tied to other
instructional activities.

Second, programs are boring and repeti

tious.
Later, a survey conducted by Becker (1985) indicated that micro
computers are primarily used in elementary schools for:

(a) a gen

eral introduction to what computers are and how they can be used, (b)
to teach rudimentary computer programming skills by using the BASIC
programming language, and (c) for drill-and-practice computer pro
grams .
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The use of microcomputers in special education has been an area
of interest to many professionals.

Hanley (1983a) conducted a study

which focused on organizational issues related to this technology and
the variety of its functions in special education.
purposes of computers in special education emerged.
administrative use and instructional use.

Two predominate
These included

Handicapped individuals

found to be most frequently involved with microcomputer usage were
the learning disabled, educably mentally impaired, emotionally im
paired, and the speech and language impaired.

Educators were in

volved in the implementation and the management of microcomputer
applications in their school systems.
The growth and acceptance of microcomputers in education
throughout the nation have been evident.

Since the microcomputer is

a relatively new technology, however, problems have also become
apparent.

One such area of concern is that of educational software

(Manion, 1985; Patterson & Patterson, 1983).
are frequently of poor quality.

Educational programs

For this reason, the evaluation of

software has become a key issue in the successful use of CA1 with
both handicapped and nonhandicapped students.

Software evaluations

are conducted through the use of rating scales and checklists.
forms contain the following sections:

These

content issues, administrative

issues, technical issues, and instructional issues (Budoff et al.,
1984; Chambers & Sprecher, 1983).

Each of these areas contain ele

ments which are imperative to the total evaluative process of the
program.

Interaction, the topic to which this study is addressed, is

contained within the instructional section of many evaluation
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procedures.

There exists a need, however, for this criterion to be

operationally defined and research validated.
is not new to educators.

The term interaction

It can be traced to the various models of

learning, programmed instruction, and instructional television.

The

many theoretical assertions which describe conditions under which
interaction exists are indeed helpful but do not offer the opera
tional definition needed for this study.

A theory which offers a

structure by which to operationalize the term is the behavioral
theory.

The stimulus/response (S/R) pattern described by Skinner

(1957) could be used to observe the interaction that exists between
microcomputer software and the user.
The S/R pattern has been used in programmed instruction and
instructional television.

Programmed instruction was the forerunner

to the microcomputer and incorporated many behavioral techniques
described by Skinner (1957).

The National Teachers Association

(1959), and Roucek (1965) described interaction as reciprocal effects
of ideas, things, or people on each other— the reciprocal effects of
stimuli, the two-way flow of stimulus and response.

Separately,

neither the information in regard to programmed instruction nor the
definition provided by the NEA offers the information relevant to
this study.

The S/R pattern used in conjunction with the process

proposed by the NEA, however, is a most viable route to operation
alizing the term interaction as it applies to the microcomputer and
the learner.
In summarizing the review of the literature, the following
points are germane to this study:
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1.

Microcomputer technology has become a part of society and a

part of most educational curriculums.
2.

Microcomputers are used in both regular and special educa

tion for both instructional and administrative purposes.
3.

Problems and concerns regarding the quality of educational

software have been expressed by a diverse group of professionals in .
education.
4.

The questionable quality of educational software has made

evaluation of these programs imperative.
5.

Many of the criteria contained in the evaluation procedures

have not been research validated or operationally defined.
6.

Interaction is a criterion that has been found in many

software evaluation procedures.
7.

Interaction has been neither operationally defined nor re

search validated in conjunction with microcomputer usage.
8.

Many theoretical models of learning involve interactive

processes which affect cognition.

These are not adequate for opera

tionalizing or validating the term.
9.

The behavioral theory with its stimulus/response pattern of

learning provides a means by which to operationalize and validate the
term.
10.

Programmed instruction and instructional television offer

background and assistance in the process of operationalization and
validation of interaction.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Methodology involved in this study consisted of six phases:
(a) Phase 1— analysis of stimulus response (S/R) patterns in existing
educational software; (b) Phase 2— development and pilot testing of
the Microcomputer Interaction Matrix (instrument) and procedure for
its use; (c) Phase 3— survey to secure nominations of high and low
interaction educational software; (d) Phase 4— determination of re
liability; (e) Phase 5— validation of the instrument and the proce
dure; and (f) Phase 6— specification of an operational definition of
interaction.

An explanation of the events in each phase of the

methodology follows.

Phase 1— Preliminary Analysis

Upon determining that the theoretical basis for the operational
definition of interaction would be a behavioral one, 26 CAI programs
chosen subjectively by the researcher to reflect diversity in type
and subject matter were analyzed by the researcher to identify the
S/R patterns of interaction (see Appendix A for a listing of these
programs).

Identification of such patterns was an essential first

step in constructing an objective operational definition of inter
action.

This analysis consisted of identifying the stimulus/response

patterns presented in the programs.

As they appeared, the researcher

41
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identified each type of stimulus presented and identified the re
quired type of response (i.e., a question and an answer, a request
and a decision).

The data were then analyzed and found to form a

dichotomy of computer elements and user elements.
The computer elements consisted of:

(a) information, (b) feed

back, (c) reinforcement, (d) feedback/reinforcement, (e) question,
and (f) request.

The user elements consisted of (a) press return,

(b) decision, (c) answer, and (d) no response.
Each of the elements was then defined according to how it ap
peared in the computer programs.

These definitions are:

Computer Elements

1.

Information:

the presentation of facts and/or data.

In

structional material or directions which are presented in textual or
graphic form.
2.

Feedback:

explanatory information provided the user which

is related to the user's input.
3.

Reinforcement:

positive or negative statements given re

garding response or input from the user.
4.

Feedback/reinforcement:

This is a combination of both a

positive or a negative statement and feedback with respect to the
user's input.
5.

Question:

6.

Request:

an interrogative sentence.
directive to provide input.
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User Elements

1.

Press return or any other key on the keyboard:

The user

responds by pressing a key.

user.

2.

Decision:

choice between courses of action.

3.

Answer:

4.

No response:

a direct response to an interrogative sentence.
There is nothing to be done on the part of the

The program goes on without user input.
The result of this phase was a delineation and definition of

potential elements (S/R patterns) of interaction found in educational
microcomputer software.

This provided information necessary for the

second phase, development and identification of the instrument and
the procedure.

Phase 2— Development and Verification
of Instrument and Procedure

Development of the Instrument

In order to meet Objective 1 (to develop an instrument to assess
the interaction of microcomputer educational software), an instrument
for recording S/R patterns in educational software was constructed
for the study.
of Phase 1.

The basis for the initial instrument was the outcome

The elements identified in Phase 1 were used to form a

matrix of user elements and computer elements.

The purpose of this

Instrument was to permit systematic recording of S/R patterns as they
occurred within educational microcomputer programs.

To use the

matrix, an evaluator would place a tally in the proper box where the
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computer element and user element Intersected (see Initial Micro
computer Interaction Matrix, Appendix B).

Pilot Testing of the Instrument and Procedure

A pilot test was conducted using two males and four females who
were either previously or currently enrolled in the doctoral program
in the Department of Special Education at Western Michigan Univer
sity.

The pilot test occurred during the Winter Semester, 1986.

Each individual received a procedures packet and was asked to read
the instructions and the definitions, use the specially designed
training software, and finally, to use the matrix to evaluate the
educational software provided (see Appendix C for the Software Inter
action Pilot Test Instructions and Appendix D for the Initial Defini
tions of the Elements of Interaction).

The training software de

signed for this study consisted of a definition and description of
each of the interaction elements.

A series of examples were provided

and practice sample frames containing interaction elements were pre
sented.
These packets were collected and the matrices and the comment
sheets analyzed.

Feedback indicated that the format needed to be

changed, times recorded, and definitions revised.

Based on this

feedback, the interaction matrix was reorganized so that the user
elements were the columns and the computer elements were the rows.
Spaces to record the time started and the time completed were also
added to the matrix.

Definitions of the interaction elements ques

tion, request, and answer were also revised (see Appendix E, Revised
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Microcomputer Interaction Matrix, and Appendix F, Revised Definitions
of the Elements of Interaction).

Phase 3— Survey

This phase of the study consisted of two tasks:

(a) the identi

fication of educators knowledgeable regarding educational software
and (b) the development of a questionnaire to be utilized by these
experts in identifying high and low interactive educational programs.

Identification of Educators

Thirteen intermediate school district (ISD) computer special
ists, the membership of the Coalition of Organizations in Michigan to
Promote Use of Technology in Special Education (COMPUTE), and eight
university professors actively involved in the educational use of
microcomputers were contacted in order to solicit nominations of
those persons who they believed were most knowledgeable about educa
tional microcomputer programs (see Appendices G, H, and I for a
listing of these sources; see Appendix J for the Nomination Form).
total of 553 individuals were nominated.

A

Criteria for the inclusion

of nominated individuals were then established.

These were:

(a) the

ability to list at least seven educational microcomputer programs,
(b) the ability to identify at least three high interaction and three
low interaction microcomputer programs, and (c) an indication that
the microcomputer was used at least weekly.
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Development of Questionnaire

A questionnaire was then developed to elicit data regarding the
above named criteria (see Appendix K).

Respondents were asked to

supply demographic data, list 10 educational programs with which they
were familiar, and to list three programs which they thought highly
interactive and three programs which they considered low interactive.
The questionnaire (Appendix K) was mailed to each of the indi
viduals nominated along with a cover letter explaining the purpose and
procedures of the study and a solicitation for participation (see Ap
pendix L, Cover Letter).

There were 183 questionnaires returned.

Of

these returned, 38 respondents were unable to list a minimum of seven
educational programs with which they were closely familiar, 12 respon
dents were unable to identify three programs that are highly inter
active and three programs that have low interaction, and 21 respon
dents did not name three programs low in interaction.

There were 17

questionnaires returned after frequency counts had been made and
training was scheduled to begin.

Twenty-three questionnaires were re

turned undelivered for various reasons such as wrong address or person
retired or no longer employed.

A total of 95 surveys met all of the

criteria and were used to identify high and low interaction programs.

Characteristics of the Respondents

The areas of instruction, grade level taught, and frequency of
use of microcomputers for the final sample of respondents is con
tained in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
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Table 1
Areas of Instruction

Area

N

Special education

21

Regular education

49
5

University professor

20

Other

Table 2
Grade Levels Taught

Level

N

Elementary

53

Secondary

26

University

3

Not applicable

1

No response

12

Table 3
Frequency of Microcomputer Use

Times per week

N

One to three times

25

Three to five times

17

More than five times

53
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Rank Ordering of Interactive Software

Using the frequencies of the software nominated in the two
categories of high interaction and low interaction, the researcher
was able to rank order the programs in each category.

The nominated

programs in rank order and their corresponding frequencies appear in
Appendix M.
Some programs which were not CAI programs appeared on the list
ing for high and/or low interaction programs and were not included in
the study.

These were word processing programs (i.e., Bank Street

Writer and Appleworks), graphic design programs (i.e., Print Shop and
Newsroom), and programming software (i.e., Logo).

In addition, two

programs which appeared on the low interaction list were eliminated
because other programs produced by that particular company had al
ready appeared on that list.

It was thought that four out of five

programs selected as low interaction programs should not come from
the same publisher.

Thus, these two programs were eliminated and the

next two programs in the ranking were selected.

It was also deter

mined that one of the nominated programs for low interaction— Elemen
tary Social Studies— was really a series of several programs and was
thus also eliminated.

Another program— Word Blaster— received four

low nominations and three high nominations and thus was eliminated
because of the ambiguity of its ratings.
The five programs from each category used in Phase 5 of the
study are presented below.
The top five high interaction programs were:
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1.

Where in the World Is Carmin San Diego

2.

The Factory

3.

Math Blaster

4.

Rockie's Boots

5.

Gertrude's Puzzles

The top five low interaction programs were:

1.

Sticky Bear ABCs

2.

Clock

3.

Money Concepts

4.

Alligator Mix

5.

Bumble Games

Phase 4— Interrater Reliability

Four individuals were trained by the researcher to use the
Microcomputer Interaction Matrix.

Three of the individuals were

students at Western Michigan University and one individual was a
research assistant employed by the Evaluation Center at Western
Michigan University.
sions.

The evaluators met during two separate ses

During the first session the researcher acquainted the evalu

ators with the instrument and the procedure for its use.

The evalua

tors used the same training software used in the pilot testing.
were also given the revised definitions sheet (Appendix F).

They

After

review of this information, the evaluators were given copies of the
Revised Microcomputer Interaction Matrix (Appendix E) and the re
searcher walked them through the use of the matrix with two low
interaction and two high interaction programs.

These programs were
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selected from the low and high Interaction programs which appear in
Appendix M in each category but did not include any of the 10 pro
grams which were later evaluated.
As a result of feedback from the training session with the
evaluators, a further revision of the matrix was made.

A new user

element was added to the matrix and the definition sheet.

This

additional element was identified as key press for game or graphic
function and was defined as use of the space bar or any key for
educational game function or for graphic display change and movement.
Although the press return user element had been used initially for
this purpose, this was not its real intent.

This new key press for

game or graphic function further delineated the S/R pattern that is
used in educational games.

See Appendix N for the final matrix and

Appendix 0 for the final definitions sheet.
The evaluators met for a second session to use the matrix with
two programs for the purpose of determining interrater reliability.
One high interaction program (Oregon Trail) and one low interaction
program (Word Families) were selected from the generated rating
lists.

These programs fell below the top ranked five programs (see

Appendix M for the list of high and low interaction programs).
The four evaluators simultaneou.sly viewed each of the two pro
grams as they were run by the researcher.

Each evaluator recorded

his or her tallies on a separate matrix for each of the programs.
An interrater reliability of .98 or higher was found between all
evaluators.
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Phase 5~Validation of the Instrument

Validity Is the extent to which an instrument measures what it
purports to measure.

For this study validity was defined as the

extent to which the Microcomputer Interaction Matrix could identify
and differentiate educational microcomputer software which had previ
ously been identified by educational experts as high interaction and
low interaction.

Since there are currently no valid formal measures

of interaction available for educational microcomputer software,
nominations of educators who have extensive knowledge of such soft
ware represent the most valid indicator of the degree of interaction
present.

Even though the extent of this assumed validity has not yet

been established, it may be considered what Ebel (1972) referred to
as "primary validity."

Primary validity is present when the content

of the measuring "instrument" is consistent with the characteristics
of the "trait” being defined.

The presence of a primary form of

validity enables secondary forms of validity to be pursued.

Second

ary validity, according to Ebel, is the extent to which the scores on
an instrument are related to scores on a measure which has primary
validity.

Concurrent validity, a form of secondary validity, was

employed in this study since the ability of the Microcomputer Inter
action Matrix to differentiate high interaction and low interaction
programs was compared with the opinions of expert educators.

If the

instrument could differentiate the two types of programs, it could
then be considered valid.

The five programs rated as high inter

active and the five programs rated as low interactive were evaluated
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by the four evaluators using the Microcomputer Interaction Matrix.
The programs were presented In random order and the evaluators were
not aware of the prior rankings of the programs.
The four evaluators worked in pairs as they rated the 10 pro
grams.

After the training session, it was decided that pairs would

be used in lieu of single raters.

This was necessitated by the

presence of programs which required raters to respond at a rapid pace
while accurately recording tallies on the Microcomputer Interaction
Matrix.
ratings.

The evaluators maintained the same groupings throughout the
Each group was provided a packet of blank matrices and

definition sheets.

Evaluators were required to interact with each

program for a minimum of 15 minutes and a maximum of 20 minutes.

It

was determined that this would be sufficient time for the evaluators
to obtain necessary ratings.

One matrix was completed by each pair

of evaluators for each program.

The data contained in the matrices

were then analyzed to address Objectives 3, 4, and 5.

Phase 6— Operational Definition of Interaction

The final operational definition of interaction in regard to
educational microcomputer software was determined in this phase.

The

matrices were perused for differences between the low interactive and
high interactive programs and patterns within these programs.

A

definition was developed based on these differences and patterns.
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CHAPTER IV

REPORT OF THE FINDINGS

The

purpose of the study was to systematically develop an opera

tional definition of interaction as it applies to microcomputer soft
ware and to develop and validate an instrument and a procedure to
assess the degree of interaction found in educationally based micro
computer
1.

software. The specific objectives addressed were:
To develop an instrument to assess the interaction of micro

computer educational software.
2.

To develop a procedure to assess the interaction of micro

computer educational software.
3.

To determine the reliability of the interaction instrument

and procedure.
4.

To validate the interaction instrument and procedure.

5.

To operationally define interaction as it applies to micro

computer educational software.
As described in Chapter III, a group of four trained evaluators
had utilized the Microcomputer Interaction Matrix (instrument) to
evaluate 10 microcomputer educational programs.

These 10 programs

had been nominated by educational computer experts in the field as
either high interactive or low interactive.

This section reports the

results of the study as related to the specific objectives initially
stated.

53
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Results

Objective 1

'

Objective 1:

to develop an Instrument to assess the Interaction

of microcomputer educational software.
The procedure used to create the instrument (matrix) was pre
sented in Chapter III.

This instrument, the Microcomputer Inter

action Matrix (Appendix N), consists of a matrix of six computer
elements and five user elements.

The matrix allows evaluators rating

microcomputer educational software to record tallies in the cells
where computer elements and user elements intersect.

Objective 2

Objective 2:

to develop a procedure to assess the interaction

of microcomputer educational software.
The final procedure consists of the following two parts:

Training

The training session consists

of:

1. Review

and explanation ofelement

definitions.

2. Review

and explanation of thematrix.

3. Use of

thetraining software.

This training is detailed in Chapter III.
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Completion of the Matrix

The purpose of the Microcomputer Interaction Matrix is to allow
for systematic recording of stimulus/response (S/R) patterns as they
occur in microcomputer educational software.

The final procedure

requires the evaluators to view the program on a "frame by frame"
basis.

A frame, for purposes of this study, is defined as a set of

instructions or information appearing on the screen at one time.
When the user initiates a key press or press return function to
change information on the screen, a new frame is presented.

In some

programs, the user need not press any key to change frames as these
programs automatically progress from frame to frame.
When using the Microcomputer Interaction Matrix, the evaluators
view each frame separately.

The corresponding interaction of the

computer and user elements of the matrix are identified as they occur
in each frame and a tally is placed in the matrix cell where they
intersect.

For example, if the computer element is a question, and a

decision from the user is required, a tally is placed in the matrix
cell where these two intersect.

The evaluator continues this process

for a minimum of 15 minutes for each program.

This time frame was

found to be sufficient for the interaction patterns of the program to
be identified.

Objective 3

Objective 3:

to determine the reliability of the instrument and

the procedure.
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Review of the 10 programs by the two groups of evaluators (re
ferred to as Group A and Group B) resulted in the completion of 20
matrices-

In order to determine the amount of agreement between the

evaluations of Group A and Group B, it was necessary to determine
cell tally frequencies for each Microcomputer Interaction MatrixComposite matrices for both the high interaction programs and for the
low interaction programs were formed for each of the two groups of
evaluators.
matrices:

This resulted in the organization of the data into four
high interaction for Group A, high interaction for Group

B, low interaction for Group A, and low interaction for Group B.
Table 4 represents the frequency of cell tallies for each group for
high interaction programs; Table 5 represents the frequency of cell
tallies for each group for the low interaction programs.
Next, a composite listing of all nonzero cells (cells in which
tallies were registered) with their associated frequencies was com
piled for high interaction and low interaction programs for both
groups.

When one of the groups registered one or more tallies in a

cell, that cell was also included for the other group, even though it
might contain a zero tally cell.

Table 6 presents the nonzero cells

and the frequencies recorded for the high and low programs from both
Group A and Group B.
Pearson product-moment correlations were computed between the
corresponding frequencies for Groups A and B to determine interrater
reliability.

Correlations were calculated between the groups for

high interaction programs, low interaction programs, and the combined
total tallies of all programs.

Ferguson (1966) explained that the
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Table 4
Frequencies for High Interaction Programs
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Table 6
Nonzero Cells

High interaction

Low interaction

Computer/user
elements
Group A
f

Group B
f

Group A
f_

Group B
f_

Information provided/
no response required

53

56

30

29

Feedback given/decision
made

74

70

0

0

141

152

139

156

0

0

40

54

Both reinforcement and
feedback given/no
response required

13

16

7

9

Questions: stated or
implied/answer given

94

92

145

204

Questions: stated or
implied/decision made

227

240

3

1

Request/answer given

1

2

3

1

Request/press return
or other key

237

244

94

103

Request/press key for
game function or
graphics

208

166

94

110

62

55

3

2

6

4

0

0

Feedback given/ no
response required
Reinforcement given/
no response required

Requests/decision made
Requests/no response
necessary
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most widely used measure of correlation is the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient.

This measure is used where the variables

are quantitative, that is, are interval or ratio in type.
as a measure of relationship between the variables.

It is used

Kerlinger (1973)

explained that, in effect, the correlation coefficient tells the
researcher

the magnitudeand (usually) the direction of the relation.

Correlation coefficients vary in value from -1.00 to +1.00.

Correla

tions of -1.00 and 1.00 indicate perfect negative and positive asso
ciation, respectively, and 0 indicates no discernible relation.
A high degree of correlation between the ratings of Group A and
Group B was found.

The correlation coefficients were:

(a) Group A

and Group B on high interaction programs, r_ = .98; (b) Group A and
Group B onlow interaction programs, r_ = .98; and (c) Group
Group B on
.97.

A and

a combinationof high and low interaction frequencies, r_ =

It was, therefore, determined that the instrument and procedure

allowed the two different groups to rate the programs with a high
degree of interrater reliability.

Objective 4

Objective 4:

to validate the instrument and the procedure.

Validation of the instrument consisted of several steps.

The

instrument and the procedure, if valid, should differentiate high and
low interaction programs.

The frequencies of nonzero cells for high

and low interaction programs were used in determining the validity.
Since the instrument and the procedure were found to be reli
able, the frequencies associated with the two groups were combined to
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form Table 7, which consists of the total nonzero cell frequencies
for both high and low interaction programs.

Table 7
Total Nonzero Cell Frequencies for High
and Low Interaction Programs

Nonzero Cells

High

Low

Information provided/no response required

109

59

Feedback given/decision made

144

0

Feedback given/no response required

293

295

0

94

29

16

Reinforcement given/no response required
Both reinforcement and feedback given/no response
required
Questions:

Stated or implied/answer given

186

349

Questions:

Stated or implied/decision made

467

4

3

4

Request/press return or other key

481

197

Request/press key for game function or graphics

374

204

Request/decision made

117

5

10

0

2,213

1,227

Request/answer given

Request/no response necessary

Total

These data permitted a preliminary identification of the pat
terns for high and low interaction programs.

From Table 7 differ

ences in associated cell frequencies for high and low interaction
programs can be seen.

Due to the differences in the total number of
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tallies registered for high and low interaction software, the deci
sion was made to determine the proportion of the total number of
tallies found in each cell.

This allowed the use of a test for the

significance of difference between proportions to analyze the cell
patterns for the two types of programs.
The significance of difference between proportions results in a
£ score which can be used to determine the probability that the
difference in the proportions is due to chance (Ferguson, 1966).
Table 8 presents the computer and user elements represented by the
cell, the proportion of the cell tallies for both high and low inter
action programs, the z_ scores, and their associated probabilities for
each cell.
This analysis identified eight cells which significantly differ
entiated high and low interaction programs.

Five cells were identi

fied which had significantly greater proportion of tallies in the
high interaction programs.
cision made, (b) questions:

These cells were:

(a) feedback given/de-

stated or implied/decision made, (c)

requests/press return or other key, (d) requests/no response re
quired, and (e) requests/decision made.

Three cells in the low

interaction category had significantly high proportions of tallies.
These were:

(a) questions:

stated or implied/answer given, (b)

reinforcement given/no response required, and (c) feedback given/no
response required.
The cells significantly representative of high interaction pro
grams were found to be primarily located in decision making areas.
These computer elements require or prompt the user to make decisions
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Table 8
Significance of Difference in Proportions

High pro
portions

Low pro
portions

z

Prob.

Information provided/
no response required

.05

.05

0.15

.440

Feedback given/decision
made

.07

.00

8.79

<.001

Feedback given/ no
response required

.13

.24

-7.77

<.001

Reinforcement given/
no response required

.00

.08

-12.72

<.001

Both reinforcement and
feedback given/no
response required

.01

.01

0.02

Questions: stated or
implied/answer given

.08

.28

-14.97

<.001

Questions: stated or
implied/decision made

.21

.00

16.36

<.001

Request/answer given

.00

.00

-1.14

.130

Request/press return
or other key

.22

.16

3.86

<.001

Request/press key for
game function or
graphics

.17

.17

0.19

.420

Requests/decision made

.05

.00

7.14

<.001

Requests/no response
necessary

.00

.00

2.72

<.010

.49
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regarding choices or courses of action before the program proceeds.
The five high interaction programs evaluated (Chapter III) are
all considered to be educational games or simulations.
A high frequency of "request/press return or other key" was also
found in the high interaction programs.

This particular pattern was

the result of "fast moving" programs such as educational games,
presenting much information and requiring the user to press return or
another key to execute frame changes.

The more decisions the user

made, the more times he or she was required to press return, and vice
versa.
The "request/no response interaction" pattern was also used to a
significantly greater degree in the high interaction programs than in
the low interaction programs.

This is perhaps one of the most inter

esting patterns in that it requests the user to read, examine, or
think.

However, it does not require him or her to respond by using

the computer.

Examples of this interaction would be "read the fol

lowing," or "think about this," etc.
All five highly interactive programs contained much information.
There were many directions and explanations of courses of action
which were necessary for the user to read and understand before
making his or her decision.

While this is not a pattern that one

would presume to be characteristic of highly interactive programs, it
is understandable that in order to execute decisions based on logical
reasoning, explanations and information are necessary.
The predominant pattern found in the low interaction programs
was in the "questions:

stated or implied/answer given" cell.

The
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other significant patterns were found in "feedback given/no response
required" and "reinforcement given/no response required" cells.
While two of the low interaction programs (Chapter III) were
educational games, three were drill and practice programs.
five programs appear to be linear in nature.

These

In such programs, the

user is presented a question which he or she answers, is given some
kind of reinforcement or feedback, and then is presented with another
question.

Such programs do not branch or change with the response

given.
As can be seen, patterns for high and low interaction programs
can be differentiated.

The instrument and procedure permitted dif

ferentiation in the patterns of interaction contained in programs
identified as high interaction and low interaction by experts in
education professions.

Thus it appears that the instrument and the

procedure are valid.

Objective 5

Objective 5:

to develop an operational definition for the term

interaction as it applies to microcomputer software.
In order to develop the operational definition it was necessary
to analyze the differences in patterns identified by the matrices for
high and lower interaction programs.

From the analysis the term

interaction, as it applies to microcomputer software, can be opera
tionally defined as:

stimulus response patterns which consist of a

variety of computer and user elements.

Patterns indicative of high

interaction consist of computer elements which offer choices between
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courses of action and user elements which require decision-making
responses.

Low interaction patterns consist of a computer element

asking a question and a user element requiring an answer.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Presented in this chapter are a summary of the study, including
the findings, as well as conclusions, educational implications, the
limitations of the research, and recommendations for future research.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to operationally define the term
interaction as it applies to microcomputer software and to develop
and validate an instrument and a procedure to assess the degree of
interaction found in educationally based microcomputer software.
The objectives for the study were as follows:
1.

To develop an instrument to assess the interaction of micro

computer educational software.
2.

To develop a procedure to assess the interaction of micro

computer educational software.
3.

To determine the reliability of the interaction instrument

and procedure.
4.

To validate the interaction instrument and the procedure.

5.

To operationally define interaction as it applies to micro

computer educational software.
Experts in the fields of education and microcomputers (Becker,
1982; Cipani & Kearly, 1986; Dick & Carey, 1978; Kingman, 1981) have
67
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indicated that a need exists for the validation of microcomputer
software evaluation criteria.

Caldwell (1983) identified interaction

as one evaluation criterion that lacks validation.

Caldwell also

explained that confusion exists among educators in regard to the
definition of interaction.
Investigations and discussions regarding interaction in the
areas of educational television and programmed instruction were re
viewed.

Most proved unusable in attempting to operationally define

interaction as applied to the microcomputer.

The stimulus/response

(S/R) approach, however, was identified as a potentially viable means
by which to construct an operational definition of interaction as
applied to the microcomputer.

The S/R approach led to the develop

ment of an interaction matrix which was arranged so that the computer
elements comprised the rows and the user elements, the columns.
Individuals using the matrix could then place a tally in the appro
priate cell where computer and user elements intersected.
Educators in the field were surveyed in order to identify both
high and low interactive programs.

Programs nominated were rank

ordered and the top five programs in each category were then used for
the study.

Four evaluators were trained to use the Microcomputer

Interaction Matrix (instrument) and then utilized the matrix for
evaluating each of the 10 programs.
The results for each objective are as follows:
Objective 1 was met through the development of the Microcomputer
Interaction Matrix (the instrument).

This matrix was designed to

assess the interaction of microcomputer educational software.
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Stimulus/response patterns comprised the theoretical base from which
the computer and user elements were formed.

Evaluators of educa

tional software record these patterns as they occur by marking a
tally in the appropriate cell of the Microcomputer Interaction
Matrix.
The development of a procedure to assess the interaction of
microcomputer educational software met Objective 2.
dure consists of two phases.

The final proce

The first phase, training, was com

prised of review and explanation of element definitions, review and
explanation of the matrix, and use of the training software.

The

second phase, completion of the matrix, required the evaluators to
view programs on a frame by frame basis.

The evaluators were asked

to record the corresponding interaction of the computer and user
elements in the appropriate cell on the matrix.
Objective 3, determination of the reliability of the instrument
and the procedure, was met.

Correlations of .97 to .98 between the

ratings of the evaluators were found.
The validation of the instrument and the procedure met Objective
4.

The validation process led to the differentiation of high and low

interaction programs.

The frequencies of nonzero cells for high and

low interaction programs were used in determining the validity.

High

and low interaction programs were found to be significantly differen
tiated using the instrument and the procedure.
Formulation of the operational definition for the term inter
action as it applies to educationally based microcomputer programs
met Objective 5.

This definition, developed out of the differences
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in matrices for high and low interaction software, is:

stimulus

response patterns which consist of a variety of computer and user
elements.

Patterns indicative of high interaction consist of com

puter elements which offer choices between courses of action and user
elements which require decision-making responses.

Low interaction

patterns consist of a computer element asking a question and a user
element requiring an answer.

Conclusions

There are five conclusions which can be drawn from the results
of this study.
1.

Educationally based microcomputer programs may be analyzed

by the use of stimulus/response patterns.

Programs contain a variety

of patterns which present the user with a stimulus and require that a
response be made.

These S/R patterns indicate the type of inter

action that is taking place between the computer and the user.
2.

Through the use of the instrument (the Microcomputer Inter

action Matrix) and the procedure developed for its use, it is pos
sible to identify patterns of interaction that exist in educationally
based microcomputer software.
3.

Through the use of the Microcomputer Interaction Matrix and

the procedure developed for its use, it is possible to identify
patterns which differentiate high and low interaction microcomputer
software.

High interaction programs are found to be ones which

consist of computer elements offering choices between courses of
action and user elements requiring decision-making responses.

Low
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interaction programs consist of computer elements which ask questions
and user elements which require answers.
4.

It is possible to operationally define interaction for

educationally based microcomputer software.
5.

Most educationally based microcomputer programs do not con

tain a wide diversity of interactive patterns.

This is indicated by

the fact that only 12 of the 30 cells on the Microcomputer Inter
action Matrix had tallies.

Limitations

The implications of this study must be considered in light of
the following limitations:
1.

Even though educators were identified as "experts" in the

field of microcomputers, no attempt was made to formally assess their
expertise.

These educators may have been limited in terms of their

awareness of more recent state of the art software.
2.

The actual validity of the experts' ability to identify high

and low interaction software was unknown.
3.

This was an assumption.

The formal evaluation of the 10 target programs was con

ducted by only four individuals.
4.

During the training session, it was found that some programs

progressed quite rapidly and a single evaluator working alone did not
have adequate time to respond accurately.

In light of this, the

decision was made to group evaluators in pairs so that accurate
observation and recording of interaction patterns could be made.
This is a limitation of the procedure in that this potentially
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reduces usability of the instrument for highly interactive programs
which move at a rapid pace.

Implications

The following educational implications can be formulated from
the results of the study:
1. An instrument and a procedure now exist for the purpose of
assessing interaction in educationally based microcomputer programs.
These allow educators to determine the type of interaction that
exists in educationally based microcomputer software for purposes of
evaluation and purchasing.
2.

It is now possible to match student abilities to patterns of

interaction which exist in software.

Students requiring rote memori

zation of facts (particularly special education students who often
require relearning and much review) could be matched to programs that
required a high frequency of question/answer responses.

Programs

considered to be interactive (i.e., those which contain a high fre
quency of decision-making patterns) could be matched to students who
had progressed beyond the drill and practice level and who were able
to make decisions based on logic and reasoning.
3.

The Microcomputer Interaction Matrix and its procedure can

be used as a guide by authors and producers of educationally based
microcomputer programs to produce programs for specific purposes.
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Recommendst ions

The following recommendations are made:
1.

Since two evaluators may be required for use of the current

Microcomputer Interaction Matrix with certain types of programs, the
feasibility of developing a condensed version to be used by only one
evaluator needs to be explored.
2.

Educators being prepared to use microcomputers and educa

tional software should be made aware of the importance of valid
software evaluation criteria such as interaction (Caldwell, 1983).
3.

The operational definition of interaction and the use of the

Microcomputer Interaction Matrix should be a part of educational
microcomputer preparation courses.
4.

Research should be conducted to determine the interaction

patterns of future educational software.
5.

Research should be conducted to determine if it is possible

to match the individual needs of students with patterns of inter
action and whether such matching facilitates learning.
6.

Research should be conducted to determine if a difference

exists between the computer/user elements which affect learning for
regular as compared to special education students.
7.

The present study could be replicated using nominations from

students in regard to their choices of programs with high and low
Interaction.
8.

Further studies should be conducted in order to validate

each of the major software evaluation criteria.

This would be
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consistent with the recommendations of experts (Becker, 1982; Cald
well, 1983; Cipani & Kearly, 1986; Dick & Carey, 1978; Kingman, 1981)
who have indicated that a need exists for the validation of all
educationally based microcomputer software evaluation criteria.
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Microcomputer Programs Used for Initial Analyses
of Stimulus/Response Patterns
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Microcomputer Programs Used for Initial Analyses
of Stimulus/Response Patterns

1.
2.
3.
4.
5<
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Story Maker
Time Master
Prefixes
Social Studies Simulations
Facemaker
Brick by Brick
Moptown Parade
Puzzles and Posters
Subtraction Puzzles
Fact and Opinion
Dragons Keep
Word Wizzard
Gertrude's Puzzles
Oregon Trail
Word Blaster
Math Rabbit
Reader Rabbit
Cause and Effect
Sticky Bear Reading
Growing Fractions
Kinder Concepts
Earth Science
Chemical Elements
King's Rule
Opposites
Meteor Addition
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Initial Microcomputer Interaction Matrix

Program Name __________________________
Reviewer ______________________________
Computer

User

Info.

Fdbk.

Rein.

Rein.
fdbk.

Ques.

Regu.

Answer

Press return

Decision

No response
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Microcomputer Interaction Pilot Test

Purpose of the pilot test: In reviewing the literature, It has
been discovered that there is a need for operationalizing the term
interaction as it relates to microcomputers. In order to accomplish
this task, a stimulus/response (S/R) pattern has been used to iden
tify both user and computer elements. These elements are thought to
be the interaction that exists between the microcomputer and the
user. The elements have been arranged on a matrix in order that they
might be used to collect data from existing software. It is the
intent of this pilot test to collect S/R data using the interaction
matrix.
Directions: A diskette containing definitions and examples of
the user and computer elements has been provided (matrix training
program). A handout has also been provided containing these same
definitions. Run the training program before you begin collecting
data and use the definition handout to make sure that the terms are
understood. Five matrices have been provided; use one of these for
the sample exercises in the training program.
Using the matrix: A second diskette has been provided for the
actual collection of data. On the front of this diskette you will
find a paper attached with a listing of the programs that you are to
run and collect data from. There are four programs listed; use a
separate matrix for each of them. As can be seen, the matrix is
arranged such that the computer elements are the rows and the user
elements are the columns. You are looking for S/Rs as they occur
from frame to frame. When an S/R occurs, simply record it by placing
a tally mark in the slot where the two elements come together on the
matrix. Use a slash across four marks to represent the fifth.
Remarks, suggestions, or comments: As you are recording data,
please record any problems, suggestions, etc. that may occur. Remem
ber, this is a pilot test and difficulties that you may have need to
be noted. Through this process the matrix will be improved.
Please use the paper provided for recording your comments.
Record the program that you were running when your difficulty
occurred and the location, if possible.
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Initial Definitions of the Elements of Interaction

Computer Elements

1. Information:
the presentation of facts and/or data.
Instructional material or directions presented in textual or graphic
form.
2. Feedback: explanatory information provided the user with
respect to the user's input.
3. Reinforcement: positive or negative statements regarding
response or input from the user.
4. Feedback/reinforcement: This is a combination of both a
positive or a negative statement and feedback with respect to the
user's input.
5.

Question:

an interrogative sentence.

6.

Request:

directive to provide input.

User Elements

1. Press "Return" or any other key on the keyboard.
responds by pressing a key.
2.

Decision:

3.

Answer:

4.
user.

The user

choice between courses of action.
a direct response to an interrogative sentence.

No response: There is nothing to be done on the part of the
The program goes on without user input.
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Time Completed_____
Program Name __

Reviewer
U

Answer Given

S

Press Return
Or Other Key

E

R
Decision
Made

— 1
-No
---------Response —
Required

i

I

Information
1 Provided

| Feedback
H Given

I

Reinforcement
| Given

Both Reinforcement
and Feedback Given
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Revised Definitions of the Elements of Interaction

Computer Elements

1. Information:
the presentation of facts and/or data.
Instructional material or directions presented in textual or graphic
form.
2. Feedback: explanatory information provided the user with
respect to the user's input.
3. Reinforcement: positive or negative statements regarding
response or input from the user.
4. Feedback/reinforcement: This is a combination of both a
positive or a negative statement and feedback with respect to the
user's input.
5.

Question:

6. Request:
time, etc.

an implicit or explicit interrogative sentence.
directive to provide input, i.e., your name, date,

User Elements

1. Press "Return" or any other key on the keyboard:
responds by pressing a key.
2.

Decision:

3.

Answer:

4.
user.

The user

choice between courses of action.
a direct response to a question or a request.

No response: There is nothing to be done on the part of the
The program goes on without user input.
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Intermediate School Districts Contacted for
Identification of Microcomputer Experts

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Cass ISD
Genessee ISD
St. Joseph ISD
Ottawa ISD
Allegan ISD
Lenawee ISD
Saginaw ISD
Kalamazoo ISD
Washtenaw ISD
Jackson ISD
Wayne ISD
Macomb ISD
Monroe ISD
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COMPUTE Membership List

Beverly Arnold
Jackson ISD

Deb Nelson
St. Joseph ISD

John Bretschnelder
Gratiot-Isabella ISD

Steve Norvilitis
Traverse Bay ISD

Charles Deupree
Ionia Public Schools

Mike Paielli

Peter Driscoll
Starr Commonwealth
Arselia Ensign
PAM Assistance Centre

Lucian Parshall
Special Education Services
Ralph Pritchard
Macomb ISD

James Gardner

James Randall
Oakland Schools

Alonzo Hannaford
Western Michigan University

R. Hunt Riegel
RHR Consultation Services

Jane Hartley

Frank Rowell
Eastern U.P. ISD

Donna Heiner
PAM Assistance Centre
Marianne Higgins
Clinton ISD

Florence Taber
Indiana University
Elaine Walton
Macomb ISD

Catherine Hunt
Susan Kage
Wayne County ISD

Vicki Wozniak
East Lansing Public Schools
Gene Zalar

Marylyn Lake
Eastern Michigan University
Judy Mayle
Plymouth-Canton Schools
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Professors Contacted for Nominations
of Microcomputer Experts

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Jay Becker
Shirl Schauffman
Glen Bull
Paula Cochran
John Thommar
Tom Burt
Florence Taber
John Wenzel

John’s Hopkins University
University of Virginia
University of Virginia
University of Virginia
Lansing Community College
Lansing Community College
University of Indiana
Albion College
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Nominations of Computer Experts

Nominator

Name __________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________

Phone Number __________________________________________________

Nominees

Name

School or other place of employment
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Questionnaire

1.

Name: _________________________________________

2.

Address:

Street ____________________________
City/State ________________________
ZIP Code __________________________

3.

Phone number and area code: ____________________

4.

In which of the following areas are you involved?
Please check one.
Special education __________
Regular education __________
Other _____________________

5.

What is your professional position?

6.

What grade level do you teach (if applicable)?

7.

How often do you and/or your students use a microcomputer during
the week?
Please check:
One to three times per week

__________

Three to five times per week

__________

More than five times per week __________
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8.

Please list the educational software which you are most familiar
with (list no more than 10).

9.

Please identify the three educational microcomputer programs
from those previously listed, or others, which you feel are the
most highly interactive.

10. Please identify the three educational microcomputer programs
from those previously listed, or others, which you feel are the
least interactive.
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January 2, 1987

Dear
I am a doctoral student In the Special Education Department at
Western Michigan University, and I am conducting a survey as part of
my dissertation. The enclosed questionnaire which I am using for the
survey requests nominations of educational microcomputer programs
which are felt to exhibit high interaction by
as an indi
vidual who has shown expertise in the use of the microcomputer in
education, and I would very much appreciate your help in completing
the enclosed questionnaire for this study. A brief description of
the study follows.
Many professionals involved in microcomputers and education have
explained that evaluation criteria for microcomputer software are
often based on speculation and intuition and that the establishment
of valid criteria must be accomplished. One evaluation criterion
that has been included in many of the evaluation guidelines is inter
action. While there are few educators who would contend that inter
action is not an important part of instruction, its significance has
not yet been research-validated in conjunction with microcomputer
software.
The purpose of the study which I am conducting is to systematically
develop an operational definition of interaction as it applies to the
microcomputer and to develop and validate an instrument and a proce
dure to assess the degree of interaction found in educationally based
microcomputer software. The nominations of high and low interactive
programs which I am asking you to provide are the essential first
step in this procedure.
I have enclosed the questionnaire and a form for the nomination of
other individuals who you feel are knowledgeable in regard to educa
tional software. Upon completion of these forms, could you please
return them to me in the self-addressed stamped envelope which 1 have
provided. Your time and efforts will be an essential component to
the final results of this study. Thank you in advance for your
valuable assistance.
Sincerely,

Pamela Zeller
Enclosure
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Educational Microcomputer Programs
Questionnaire Results
Most Highly and Least Interactive

ID # SOFTWARE NAME

MANUFACTURER

24 Where in the World is Carmin
San Diego
58 The Factory
4 Logo
20 Math Blaster
33 Print Shop
92 Apple Works
47 Rookie's Boots
48 Gertrude's Puzzles
18 Math Sequences
Milliken
82 Word Wizards
MECC
126 Typing Tutor II and III
99 Oregon Trail
MECC
75 Reader Rabbit
85 Story Machine
5 Apple Talking Textwriter
44 Magic Spell
6 Muppet Learning Keys
146 Where in the States is Carmen
San Diego
46 Bank Street Writer
19 Word Blaster
13 Kinder Concepts
27 Kidwriter
129 Math Rabbit
162 Operation Frog
101 Dragon's Keep
Sierra on Line
67 Fay that Math Woman
14 Math
DLM
45 Math Wars
149 Success with Reading
Scholastic
41 Newsroom
Apple
177 Magic Slate
168 PFS Write
188 T Rex
76 Word Muncher
MECC
43 Alps and Droops
153 Computer Drill and Instruction
Math
211 DBase III+
35 Dazzle Draw
150 Easy Reader I II III
1 Exploring IBM PC
50 Following Directions
74 Galaxy Math
25 Jenny of the Prairie
148 Match Make U.S. Geography
73 Measurement Formulas
Milken

RATED RATED
HIGH
LOW

16

0

13
12
11
10
9
8
7
7
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2
4
2
16
9
1
0
0
0
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

3
3
•3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

20
4
3
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
9
2
2
1
1
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Educational Microcomputer Programs
Questionnaire Results
Most Highly and Least Interactive

ID * SOFTWARE NAME

206
121
203
166
180
39
72
210
21
54
169
79
178
40
53
156
208
95
42
57
191
68
12
190
122
49
113
152
112
116
136
205
108
107
118
181
94
29

Peanut Maze Marathon
Safari Search
Story Writer
Success with Math
Tic Tac Show
Word Attack
Word Math
Wordstar
Certificate Maker
Growing Fractions
Microzine
States of the U.S.
Educalc
Spelling Machine

Subtraction Puzzles
Word Processor
Fontrix
Incredible Laboratory
Math Maze
Math for Everyday Living
Moptown Parade
Muppet Mix and Math
Muppetville
Scholastic Storytree
Steps to Comprehension
Super Math
Teasers
The Twist-A-Plots
Word Invasion
Alpha Chart
Alpine Skier
Bear Jam
Chemical Elements
Chemistry Disks
Creative Contraptions
Crypto Cube
Delta Draw
Early Discovering Colors and
Shapes
30 Early Discovery Patterns and
Sequences
141 Flight Simulators
63 Fractions
137 Friendly Computer
88 Game Show
212 Gem Collection
106 General Chemistry

MANUFACTURER

Scholastic
Davidson and Associates
Miliken
MECC
Right o Programs
Southwest Ed. Psych.
Service
MECC
Miliken

RATED RATED
HIGH
LOW

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
3
3
3
2
2

Sunburst
Heath
Sunburst
Sunburs

Tobbs

Hartley
J&S Software

Educational Act

Compress
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Educational Microcomputer Programs
Questionnaire Results
Most Highly and Least Interactive
RATED RATED

:D « SOFTWARE NAME
3 Inverse Square Law
194 Key Board Primer
193 Kidstuff
26 Lauren of the 25th Century
189 Lemonade Stand
165 Lincolns Decisions
139 Mac Paint
196 Master Spell
204 Memory, The First Step
155 Meteor Multiplication
102 Mickey's Space Adventure
134 Miser
111 Missing Links
77 Mr. and Mrs. Potato Head
138 Multiscribe
197 Odell Lake
59 PEAL
173 Perplexing Puzzles
174 Picture Puzzles
34 Pinball Construction Set
133 Printer Poet
81 Problem Solving Strategies
209 Quest
2 Respiratory Assessment
142 Script Ease
170 Snooper Troops
175 Spellicopter
160 Super Factory
161 The Hailey Project
186 The Other Side
182 Think Tank
154 Those Amazing Reading Machines
132 Type Right
55 Typing Drill
62 Whole Numbers
103 Winnie the Pooh
164 Writing to Read
60 Sticky Bear ABC's
32 Clock
16 Money Concepts
31 Homonyms
70 Alligator Mix
10 Elementary Social Studies
15 Word Families
172 Bumble Game
104 Cause and Effect
93 Crossword Magic
9 Lotus Tutorial

MANUFACTURER

MECC

DLM
Walt Disney
PET

MECC#5
Representational Play

PET
MECC

MECC
PET
Educaiton Act
Walt Disney
Zerox
Hartley
Hartley
Hartley
MECC
Hartley
Hartley

HIGH
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

LOW
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
9
9
8
7
6
6
4
4
4
4
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Educational Microcomputer Programs
Questionnaire Results
Most Highly and Least Interactive
RATED RATED

:D « SOFTWARE NAME
183
98
207
23
120
131
69
65

Beamer
Series
Stickey Bear Reading
Stickeybear Opposites
Sticky Bear Numbers
Calendar Skills
Critter Count
Every Day Math-Solving
Multiple Steps Problems
17 Fractions
128 Graphics Expander
167 Paws
84 Puzzles and Posters
36 Seven Cities of Gold
96 Space Waste Race
83 The Writing Adventures
87 Around the World
158 Body in Focus
124 Building Inference Shells
119 Charlottes Web
200 Class Blocks
115 Continents
127 Copy II Plus
199 Counters
176 Create with Garfield
117 Data Base Handler
135 Datalog
159 Dinosaur Dig
125 Discovery Encyclopedia
192 Earth Science
151 Easy Script
144 Educational Activities
66 Every Day Math-Solving Add.
and Mult. Problems
64 Every Day Math-Solving Sub.
and Div. Problems
163 Pacemaker
184 Fact Master
89 Fact and Opinion
140 Fingertips
11 First Words/Verbs/Categories
7 Formatting
91 Fraction Fever
130 Hodge Podge
202 Information Connection
56 Intro to Math
145 Jury Trial
61 Key Lingo

MANUFACTURER

HIGH

LOW

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

MCE

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

MCE

0

Orange Cherry Media

MCE
Edisoft
Springboard
MECC
Sunburst
DLM
Media Mat Inc.
Sunburst

PET
Learning Tech
MECC

Hartley
Laureate
Caterpillar
Groller
Educational Attributes
Readers Digest

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Educational Microcomputer Programs
Questionnaire Results
Most Highly and Least Interactive

ID

SOFTWARE NAME

201
123
97
28
38
105
71
37
22
100
52
86
8
114
171
195
179
187
110
198
80
147
157
109
51
90
185

King's Rule
Kittens Kids and Frogs
Magic Carpet
Master Type
Mission Astroid
Multiple Meanings
Muppet Board andDisc
Mystery House
Opposites
Pascal
Phonet
Phonics Pinball
Professor DOS
Puzzle Tanks
Rhymes and Riddles
Salt and You
Science Tool Kit
Sea Voyager
Sideways
Snoopy's SkywriterScramble
Solar Reading
Spell it
Story Maker
Temperature Experiment
Time Master
Typing for New Typists
U.S. History: The Young
Republic
78 What's My Logic

MANUFACTURER

Sunburst

Hartley
Sunburst

Davison
Scholastic

Midwest Puplications

RATED RATED
HIGH
LOW

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0

1
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Educational Microcomputer Programs
Questionnaire Results
Least and Most Highly Interactive
RATED RATED

ID #

SOFTWARE NAME

46
33
60
92
41
32
16
31
70
10
15
4
19
172
104
93
9
126
13
21
54
169
79
183
98
207
23
120
58
20
27
177
168
178
40

Bank Street Writer
Print Shop
Sticky Bear ABC's
Apple Works
Newsroom
Clock
Money Concepts
Homonyms
Alligator Mix
Elementary Social Studies
Word Families
Logo
Word Blaster
Bumble Game
Cause and Effect
Crossword Magic
Lotus Tutorial
Typing Tutor II and III
Kinder Concepts
Certificate Maker
Growing Fractions
Microzine
States of the U.S.
Beamer
Series
Stickey Bear Reading
Stickeybear Opposites
Sticky Bear Numbers
The Factory
Math Blaster
Kidwriter
Magic Slate
PFS Write
Educalc
Spelling Machine

53
156
131
69
65

Subtraction Puzzles
Word Processor
Calendar Skills
Critter Count
Every Day Math-Solving
Multiple Steps Problems
Fractions
Graphics Expander
Paws
Puzzles and Posters
Seven Cities of Gold
Space Waste Race

17
128
167
84
36
96

MANUFACTURER

Zerox
Apple
Hartley
Hartley
Hartley
MECC
Hartley

Hartley

MECC
Right o Programs
Orange Cherry Media

Southwest Ed. Psych.
Service
MECC
Miliken
MCE
Edisoft
Springboard
MECC
Sunburst

LOW

HIGH

20
16
10
9
9
9
9
8
7
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
10
0
9
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
3
0
0
0
0
4
3
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
13
11
3
2

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
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Educational Microcomputer Programs
Questionnaire Results
Least and Most Highly Interactive

ID #

83
47
99
75
85
129
162
188
76
208
95
42
57
191
68
12
190
122
49
113
152
112
87
158
124
119
200
115
127
199
176
117
135
159
125
192
151
144
66
64
163
184
89
140
11
7

SOFTWARE NAME

MANUFACTURER

The Writing Adventures
Rockie's Boots
Oregon Trail
Reader Rabbit
Story Machine
Math Rabbit
Operation Frog
T Rex
Word Muncher
Fontrix
Incredible Laboratory
Math Maze
Math for Everyday Living
Moptown Parade
Muppet Mix and Math
Muppetville
Scholastic Storytree
Steps to Comprehension
Super Math
Teasers
The Twist-A-Plots
Word Invasion
Around the World
Body in Focus
Building Inference Shells
Charlottes Web
Class Blocks
Continents
Copy II Plus
Counters
Create with Garfield
Data Base Handler
Datalog
Dinosaur Dig
Discovery Encyclopedia
Earth Science
Easy Script
Educational Activities
Every Day Math-Solving Add.
and Mult. Problems
Every Day Math-Solving Sub.
and Div. Problems
Pacemaker
Fact Master
Fact and Opinion
Fingertips
First Words/Verbs/Categories
Formatting

DLM

RATED RATED
LOW HIGH

MECC

MECC
Sunburst
Heath
Sunburst
Sunburs

Tobbs

Media Mat Inc.
Sunburst

PET
Learning Tech
MECC
MCE

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

MCE

Hartley
Laureate

0
0
0
0
0
0
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Questionnaire Results
Least and Most Highly Interactive

ID «

SOFTWARE NAME

91
130
202
56

Fraction Fever
Hodge Podge
Information Connection
Intro to Math

145
61
201
123
97
28
38
105
71
37
22
100
52
86
8
114
171
195
179
187
110
198
80
147
157
109
51
90
185

Jury Trial
Key Lingo
King's Rule
Kittens Kids and Frogs
Magic Carpet
Master Type
Mission Astroid
Multiple Meanings
Muppet Board and Disc
Mystery House
Opposites
Pascal
Phonet
Phonics Pinball
Professor DOS
Puzzle Tanks
Rhymes and Riddles
Salt and You
Science Tool Kit
Sea Voyager
Sideways
Snoopy's Skywriter Scramble
Solar Reading
Spell it
Story Maker
Temperature Experiment
Time Master
Typing for New Typists
U.S. History:
The Young
Republic
What's My Logic
Where in the World is Carmin
San Diego
Gertrude's Puzzles
Math Sequences
Word Wizards
Apple Talking Textwriter
Magic Spell
Muppet Learning Keys
Where in the States is Carmen
San Diego
Dragon's Keep
Fay that Math Woman

78
24
48
18
82
5
44
6
146
101
67

MANUFACTURER

RATED RATED
LOW HIGH

0
0
0
0

Caterpillar
Groller
Educational
Attributes

0
0
0
0

Readers Digest
Sunburst

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Hartley
Sunburst

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Davison
Scholastic

Midwest Puplications

Milliken
MECC

Sierra on Line

1
0

0
16

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Educational Microcomputer Programs
Questionnaire Results
Least and Most Highly Interactive
RATED RATED

ID f
14
45
149
43
153
211
35
150
1
50
74
25
148
73
206
121
203
166
180
39
72
210
116
136
205
108
107
118
181
94
29
30
141
63
137
88
212
106
3
194
193
26
189
165

SOFTWARE NAME

MANUFACTURER

Math
Math Wars
Success with Reading
Alps and Droops
Computer Drill and Instruction
Math
DBase III+
Dazzle Draw
Easy Reader I II III
Exploring IBM PC
Following Directions
Galaxy Math
Jenny of the Prairie
Match Make U.S. Geography
Measurement Formulas
Peanut Maze Marathon
Safari Search
Story Writer
Success with Math
Tic Tac Show
Word Attack

DLM

Word Math
Wordstar
Alpha Chart
Alpine Skier
Bear Jam
Chemical Elements
Chemistry Disks
Creative Contraptions
Crypto Cube
Delta Draw
Early Discovering Colors and
Shapes
Early Discovery Patterns and
Sequences
Flight Simulators
Fractions
Friendly Computer
Game Show
Gem Collection
General Chemistry
Inverse Square Law
Key Board Primer
Kidstuff
Lauren of the 25th Century
Lemonade Stand
Lincolns Decisions

Scholastic

Milken

Scholastic
Davidson and
Associates
Miliken

Hartley
J&S Software

LOW

HIGH

0
0
0
0
0

3
3
3
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2

0
Educational Act

Compress
MECC

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Educational Microcomputer Programs
Questionnaire Results
Least and Most Highly Interactive
RATED RATED

ID #

SOFTWARE NAME

139
196
204
155
102
134
111
77
138
197
59

Mac Paint
Master Spell
Memory, The First Step
Meteor Multiplication
Mickey's Space Adventure
Miser
Missing Links
Mr. and Mrs. Potato Head
Multiscribe
Odell Lake
PEAL

173
174
34
133
81
209
2
142
170
175
160
161
186
182
154
132
55
62
103
164

Perplexing Puzzles
Picture Puzzles
Pinball Construction Set
Printer Poet
Problem Solving Strategies
Quest
Respiratory Assessment
Script Ease
Snooper Troops
Spellicopter
super Factory
The Hailey Project
The Other Side
Think Tank
Those Amazing Reading Machines
Type Right
Typing Drill
Whole Numbers
Winnie the Pooh
Writing to Read

MANUFACTURER

DLM
Walt Disney
PET

LOW

HIGH

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
MECC#5
Representational
Play

0
0

0
0
0
0

PET
MECC

MECC
PET
Educaiton Act
Walt Disney

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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NICKOCONPUTn IHTUACTIOM MATRIX
Time Started
Time Completed
Reviewer

Program H u e _

U
Answer Given

S

Press Return
Or Other Key

E

R
Key Press for Game
Function/Graphics

Decision
Made

Ho Response
Required

Information
Provided
A

W

E*
D

Pi
2

Feedback
Given

Reinforcement
Given

Both Reinforcement
and Feedback Given

0
u

Question*:
Stated or Implied

Requests

«aCopyright by Pamela J. Zeller, 1987.

All Rights Reserved.
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Final Definitions of the Elements of Interaction

Computer Elements

1. Information:
the presentation of facts and/or data.
Instructional material or directions presented in textual or graphic
form.
2. Feedback: explanatory information provided the user with
respect to the user's input.
3. Reinforcement: positive or negative statements regarding
response or input from the user.
4. Feedback/reinforcement: This is a combination of both a
positive or a negative statement and feedback with respect to the
user's input.
5.

Question:

6. Request:
time, etc.

an implicit or explicit interrogative sentence.
directive to provide input, i.e., your name, date,

User Elements

1. Press "Return" or any other key on the keyboard:
responds by pressing a key.

The user

2. Key press for game or graphic functions: Use of the space
bar or any key for educational game functions, or for graphic display
change and movement.
3.

Decision:

4.

Answer:

5.
user.

choice between courses of action.
a direct response to a question or a request.

No response: There is nothing to be done on the part of the
The program goes on without user input.
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